Hello and thank you for joining the Forum. We'll let you in shortly.

i think Francisco is in the waiting room. can you let him in?

I don't seem to be a co-host anymore, so I can't see the waiting room.

good morning!

Good morning!

Updated OR Budget Templates with these new rates will be published soon

Thank you Alyssa

Reacted to "Thank you Alyssa" with 🙌

Reacted to "Thank you Alyssa" with 🙌

Thank you, Joe and Natasha for joining us today!!

Can you advise if the 50% GSR percentage will possibly be the starting point now?

Verses prior different comp. plans various percentages.

Do grad group chairs plan to issue new compensation plans?

I would assume that would come from each grad group

Well we be getting new Comp Agreements from the Schools?

for each grad group, or is there uniformity across grad groups, to where all grad groups will have similar compensation?

We all need that information.

It is Table 22

Reacted to "We all need that inf..." with 🙌

Absolutely
Agreed
08:46:29 From elincoln to Everyone:
   When do we cut in the new rates into our proposals?
08:46:36 From Ogletree to Everyone:
   will campus consider bridge funding?
08:47:35 From Michael C Barry to Everyone:
   yes
08:47:35 From Janelle M Kohl (she/her) to Everyone:
   Yes please.
08:47:37 From Veronica Chavez to Everyone:
   Can you link them in the chat?
08:47:38 From elincoln to Everyone:
   We all do
08:47:38 From Pamela Keach to Everyone:
   YES
08:47:38 From Christina Adamson to Everyone:
   Yes please
08:47:39 From Keith D Anglin to Everyone:
   yes
08:47:39 From Elizabeth Vang to Everyone:
   yes
08:47:40 From Lisa Reyes to Everyone:
   yes
08:47:42 From Myaisha O'Ray to Everyone:
   Yes.
08:47:44 From Yvette C Garcia to Everyone:
   Yes please
08:47:46 From Ashley Carr to Everyone:
   Keep in mind they will go up again in Oct 23
08:47:55 From SOE to Everyone:
   Yes
08:47:56 From Veronica Chavez to Everyone:
   Reacted to “Yes” with 👍
08:48:06 From Sharon Kay Holgerson to Everyone:
   Yes please
08:48:07 From Diane Godard to Everyone:
   Definitely need those asap
08:48:14 From Tracy Lade to Everyone:
   There is a Grad Studies Forum that will be held on Friday this week via zoom. Your Grad Coordinators should attend that meeting and relay information that’s shared. You could probably also attend yourselves. Here’s the meeting invite: Jasmine Durias Bonite is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting.

   Join Zoom Meeting
Meeting ID: 938 2856 7939
One tap mobile
+16699006833,,93828567939# US (San Jose) 16694449171,,93828567939# US

08:48:32 From Jeanee Cooper to Everyone:
yes

08:48:43 From Diane Godard to Everyone:
Proposals!!!

08:49:48 From SHELINE CALVERT to Everyone:
What time is the Friday Meeting?

08:49:53 From Tracy Lade to Everyone:
The Grad Studies meeting on Friday, 1/27/23, is at 1:00 pm

08:50:28 From Lisa Reyes to Everyone:
is there a link to the meeting

08:50:29 From elincoln to Everyone:
We renew all our GSRs as of Oct 1 with the new academic year

08:50:35 From SHELINE CALVERT to Everyone:
Will this be recorded if we have a conflicting appt that day?

08:51:04 From Yvette C Garcia to Everyone:
@sheline I can check with Jasmine

08:51:20 From SHELINE CALVERT to Everyone:
Thank You!

08:52:40 From Shanna Nation Jose to Everyone:
Thanks, Orbelina! That's really good info.

08:52:41 From Christina (Tina) Jones to Everyone:
DCP does kick in at 50% which is a deduction to the employees paycheck.

08:54:29 From Seanain Snow to Everyone:
Tracy: What time is that Friday Grad Studies Forum?

08:55:34 From Denise Ehlen to Everyone:
THANK YOU, Erum!!! We appreciate your insights and expertise.

08:55:57 From Yvette C Garcia to Everyone:
Thanks Erum

08:57:02 From Seanain Snow to Everyone:
Reacted to "The Grad Studies mee..." with 👍

08:57:35 From Yevgeniy Gnedash to Everyone:
Cap is based on NRSA right, not R/U, etc?

08:58:21 From Jake Johnson to Everyone:
Thank you. Need to drop off for a 9am

08:59:29 From Denise Ehlen to Everyone:
We (OR SPO) are working with HR and BIA (including Grants and Contracts Accounting) to provide more specific proposal development guidance. The situation continues to evolve as we receive additional information from UCOP.
In Radiology Nuc Med, we historically pay all postdocs off scale because we are competing with industry.

Info on SPO Office Hours and SPO training opportunities:
https://research.ucdavis.edu/training-ops/

IRB Fees Page https://research.ucdavis.edu/policiescompliance/irb-admin/researchers/IRB-submissions/fees/

A list of all these office hours would be helpful